
Year B Termly Overview Big Idea Victorian Barnstaple 
Key Texts Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens, Fair’s Fair by Leon Garfield, Leon and The Place Between by Angela McAllister, The Magic 

Box by Kit Wright 

English 
Writing 
Genres  

The Museum of Me – Children will write their own verse of a poem based on the ‘The Magic Box’ by Kit Wright. 

Oliver Twist - Children will write a diary entry about a day in Oliver’s life.  

The Great Exhibition – Children will write an information text about The Great Exhibition. 

Children will access further writing opportunities across the curriculum. 

Reading 
Focus 

Children will focus on answering retrieval questions and developing inference skills.  

We will promote reading for pleasure through daily class reads.  

We will share new texts as a class to inspire a love of reading. 

Oracy Children will be encouraged to: track the speaker, hook back to prior learning, discuss ideas, give opinions and challenge other 

viewpoints. Sentence stems will be used to contribute towards class discussions. 

Maths Children will practice: KIRFS (Key information recall facts), times tables, fluency and flashback challenges daily as well as 

studying units on: place value and number, addition and subtraction.  

PSHE To begin our PSHE learning, we will be focusing on what it means to have a growth mindset and how we can use this in our 

everyday lives. Our main topic is ‘how to lead a balanced, healthy lifestyle’. 

Throughout the year, we will be exploring feelings and emotions including how to communicate the way we are feeling 

appropriately and strategies that we can use to manage our emotions with increasing independence.  

History Children will learn about Barnstaple during the Victorian era. We will explore how our town has changed since the early 1900s 

and what life was like in Victorian Barnstaple. We will then look at The Great Exhibition – what is was and why it happened. 

Geography Children will learn about the local area and be able to locate where we live on a map of the UK. We will be looking at our country 

before moving on to learning about The British Empire.  

Science We will begin this term learning about light and shadows.  

Art/DT We will be focusing on repeating patterns in Art this term with a focus on the key Victorian artist ‘William Morris’. 

Children will have opportunities to make their own Victorian toys with Mrs Kilford.  



RE  In RE, we will be exploring the religion of Christianity. We will be learning about The Creation Story and why it is special for 

Christians.  

PE PE will be led by Mrs. James and Mr. Poole. We will begin by focusing on invasion games. Children will be encouraged to play as a 

part of a team, be a good sportsman and practice key skills such as catching and throwing.  

Music In music, Owl Class will be looking at and learning Victorian nursery rhymes and creating their own music to accompany them.  

MFL In MFL, we will be introducing the children into learning Spanish greetings, the alphabet, colours and numbers, as well as basic 

classroom instructions. As we progress through the term, we will be listening to and learning to share a traditional tale or fairy 

tale in Spanish. In addition to this, we will begin to learn some aspects of British Sign Language, such as the alphabet and 

greetings.  

ICT In computing we will be using laptops and tablets to recap our basic knowledge of word processing. We will be learning about and 

discussing e-safety and using a range of stories to link to our PSHE learning about being safe online. Children will have 

opportunities to create their own animations and learn how to use computer software for this purpose. 

Forest 
School 

In Forest School, children will undertake building their own obstacle course, to link to the need for fitness and the ways in 

which our bodies work. 

Experiences  Barnstaple Museum  

Resources: Google Earth - https://www.google.co.uk/intl/en_uk/earth/ 

                   Coding - Computer programming | Computing | Khan Academy 
 

https://www.google.co.uk/intl/en_uk/earth/
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming

